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Financial Services Must Embrace Workflow Process Transformation 
Technologies to Remain Competitive in Today’s Market, Warns TABB 

Group  
 

NEW YORK & LONDON, March 1, 2016 – It’s no secret that the capital markets are under a number of 
internal and external pressures and as a consequence are struggling to obtain the best and brightest of 
the talent pool. Quality of life, work flexibility and ease of collaboration factor into that struggle, and the 
idea of a virtual workforce solution has meanwhile become mainstream in other industries. While many 
have made significant progress in providing a new, dynamic type of work environment through the 
available technologies, financial services firms have been held back by operational overhead and security 
related challenges.   
 
In TABB Group’s latest research, “Workflow Process Transformation,” TABB’s head of financial 
technology research, Terry Roche, explains that technology now exists to address these issues and 
provides an-depth look into the benefits, challenges and opportunities of updating workflow capabilities in 
order to attract and retain a high-performing workforce.  
 
Technology, Roche explains, is the mechanism that is transforming workplaces into a more collaborative, 
virtual, mobile and overall flexible environment. It can provide unified information access, enhanced 
collaboration tools, integrated applications and most importantly, an integrated workspace where 
employees can contribute from any location. TABB’s research explains that organizations looking to 
transform their workflow must first embrace mobile and social platforms with technologists mapping out 
clearly how the use of these methods will extend productivity beyond email. 
 
“Technology can unlock the interaction restrictions the virtual workforce has previously labored under by 
seamlessly mirroring in-person workflow. In conjunction with more advanced videoconferencing 
capabilities and truly secure unified data and application access, one finds the virtual organization 
operating without the previous barriers to collaboration and productivity,” says Roche.  
 
The 16-page, 6-exhibit report is now available for download by TABB financial technology clients, as well 
as pre-qualified media at https://research.tabbgroup.com/search/grid. For more information or to 
purchase the report, contact info@tabbgroup.com.    

About TABB Group 
With offices in New York and London, TABB Group is the international research and consulting firm 
focused exclusively on capital markets, based on the interview-based, “first-person knowledge” research 
methodology developed by Larry Tabb. For more information, visit www.tabbgroup.com.  
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